
Oscar Winners at the Nichols Library 

 DVDs of the 2014 Oscar-winning films have been arriving at the Nichols Library in Center Harbor.  

The winners of all the major award categories have been ordered.  So put on the popcorn and get set for 

a weekend of binge viewing.  Details? Follow the link (caveat: all the reviews quoted are not exactly 

complimentary—see if you can pick the faint praise).   

This year’s award for best film went to 12 Years a Slave (BP) is the story of Solomon Northrup, a 

free man who was  kidnapped and sold in Louisiana as a slave. Director McQueen (Hunger Games) 

presents an “unflinching account” of Northrup’s experiences, avoiding sensationalism for “remorseless” 

understatement. " The award for best direction and cinematography  went to Alfonso  Cuarón for 

Gravity.   This thriller is about two  astronauts who are left alone in space when their space shuttle is 

destroyed.  This “visually stunning" film effectively conveys the “the fearful, beautiful reality of the 

space.”  

Matthew McConaughey  took the best actor award for Dallas Buyers Club.  His role is based on 

real-life AIDS patient Ron Woodroof, who smuggled unapproved pharmaceutical drugs into Texas.  Time 

called his performance a "bold, drastic and utterly persuasive inhabiting of a doomed fighter."   Other 

performances of note included Bruce Dern in Nebraska, the story of a father-son cross-country trek to  

claim a million-dollar prize.  The Wall Street Journal noted that "Bruce Dern's portrait of the boozy old 

coot is a wonder.”  In Captain Phillips,  another true-life story, this about a high-seas piracy, Tom Hanks 

Hanks  conveys “a sense of old-fashioned American decency just by standing in the frame.”   And in The 

Wolf of Wall Street (on order), Leonard DiCaprio “achieves a superhuman shallowness” as a man 

obsessed with “the pure dopamine rush of acquiring more (NYT).” 

Kate Blanchette won the best actress award for her part in Blue jasmine, the  story of a 

Manhattan socialite who falls into poverty and homelessness.    In this reimagining of the Blanche 

Dubois character  (A Streetcar Named Desire), Blanchette “maintains a vise grip on the character’s 

humanity.”  Judy Dench in Philomena  gave a "fine, dignified performance"  as a women searching for 

the child she had been forced to give up fifty years ago.  In Saving Mr Banks,  Emma Thompson  gives “a 

fully rounded portrait of a person who is hard to like but impossible not to love"  as author P.J. Travers,  

who is reluctant to give up the rights of her Mary Poppins stories  to Disney.  Finally, Meryl Streep as the 

dysfunctional mother in August: Osage County (on ordered) “smokes, rants, bites her fingers, slurs her 

speech and spews obscenities with the gusto of a tornado (NYT).”  

The top animated award went to Frozen, the story of a fearless princess who sets off on an epic 

journey  to find her estranged sister, whose icy powers have inadvertently trapped the kingdom in 

eternal winter.  The film was "beautifully animated, smartly written, and stocked with singalong songs.” 

Runners up included Croods, where a prehistoric clan’s position as a "Leader of the Hunt" is threatened 

by the arrival of a prehistoric genius who comes up with revolutionary new inventions, like fire.  And,  

Despicable Me 2 continues the adventures of the ex-supervillain has given up his villainous ways.  The 

NYT called it “consistently diverting and so cute you'll want to pet it.” 



  Finally, American Hustle was this year’s bridesmaid at the awards.  This comic spin on the FBI’s  

Abscom probe,   a sting operation to root out corruption in Congress, was nominated for all the top 

awards (best picture,  all four acting categories and screenplay), but came home empty handed. That 

does not make it any less worthy of a look.  Time called it  "the sharpest, most exhilarating comedy in 

years. Anyone who says otherwise must be conning you." 

  

  

  

  

  


